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Summary
Objectives: With the uprise of the Internet of Things, wearables and smartphones are moving to the foreground. Ambient Assisted Living solutions are, for example, created to facilitate ageing in place. One example of such systems are fall detection systems. Currently, there exists a wide variety of fall detection systems using different methodologies and technologies. However, these systems often do not take into account the fall handling process, which starts after a fall is identified or this process only consists of sending a notification. The FallRisk system delivers an accurate rate analysis of incidents occurring in the home of the older adults using several sensors and smart devices. Moreover, the input from these devices can be used to create a social-aware event handling process, which leads to assisting the older adult as soon as possible and in the best possible way.

Methods: The FallRisk system consists of several components, located in different places. When an incident is identified by the FallRisk system, the event handling process will be followed to assess the fall incident and select the most appropriate caregiver, based on the input of the smartphones of the caregivers. In this process, availability and location are automatically taken into account.

Results: The event handling process was evaluated during a decision tree workshop to verify if the current day practices reflect the requirements of all the stakeholders. Other knowledge, which is uncovered during this workshop can be taken into account to further improve the process.

Conclusions: The FallRisk offers a way to detect fall incidents in an accurate way and uses context information to assign the incident to the most appropriate caregiver. This way, the consequences of the fall are minimized and helps in locating as fast as possible. It could be concluded that the current guidelines on fall handling reflect the needs of the stakeholders. However, current technology evolutions, such as the uptake of wearables and smartphones, enables the improvement of these guidelines, such as the automatic ordering of the caregivers based on their location and availability.
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1. Introduction

As the life expectancy in Europe has steadily been risen in the past decades [1], the older adults population has grown to new heights [2]. In 2014 the total population of the EU-28 was estimated at 508.6 million, with a share of 18.5% of people aged 65 or over [3]. Eurostat uses an indicator Healthy Life Years at birth, which measures the number of years that a person is expected to live in healthy conditions [4]. In 2013, this number was estimated at 61.4 years for men and 61.5 years for women. When this is compared to the life expectancy at birth, this represents respectively 79% and 74% of the life expectancy at birth. This indicates that older adults live in some type of disability for some years at the end of their lives.

Studies have indicated that about 90% of persons aged 55 and older would prefer aging in place for as long as possible [5], mostly because being independent is very important to them. ‘Aging in place’ [6] can be defined as remaining living in the community, with some level of independence, rather than in residential care. However, to make this possible, these older adults are dependent on a wide range of caregivers, ranging from informal caregivers, such as their relatives, to formal caregivers, such as (home care) nurses, general practitioners and other healthcare professionals [7]. Moreover, to facilitate care at home for these caregivers, but also for the older adults, there is a need for assistive technology. Assistive technology has proven to ease the burden especially on informal caregivers [8].

One of the major causes of mortality and morbidity in older adults are fall inci-
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When the desktop operator receives an emergency call, a caregiver is notified, if necessary. The selection of the caregiver is made based on a fixed list, which is composed when the PERS is taken in use. This fixed list leads to a number of disadvantages, such as the unavailability of the caregiver due to work or vacation or the distance the caregiver is removed from the emergency scene.

With the uprise of the Internet of Things and pervasive healthcare, wearables and smartphones, these personal systems could be improved [12, 13]. Nevertheless, issues surface when implementing such systems [14, 15], such as the quality of the sensors, the trustworthiness and the power consumption. To tackle these issues, the FallRisk project focuses on using different fall detection systems and combining the results of the single sensors to come to more accurate decisions. To provide a more flexible solution for notifying the most suitable caregiver, algorithms are developed to take into account availability and distance from the caregiver to the older adult. To facilitate communication between all parties, namely the older adult, the caregivers and the desktop operator, user-friendly smartphone and tablet applications are developed. As literature indicates that ambient assisted living (AAL) solutions should be based on the requirements and needs of the involved stakeholders [16–18], this FallRisk system and the accompanying algorithms were designed while incorporating the feedback of these stakeholders.

Literature indicates that a lot of attention already has been given to the detection of falls using single sensor systems. However, the next steps after the fall detection, namely notifying caregivers and the assignment to offer assistance as soon as possible are often not researched. In this research, focus is given to how a fall event should be handled in the best manner using smartphone and tablet application and taking context into account.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details the objectives of the FallRisk system. To make the original contribution of this research clearer, Section 3 gives an overview of the current state of the art, whereas Section 4 deals with the methodological approach. Section 5 details the evaluation and results of the event handling process. Finally, the results are discussed in Section 6 and the conclusions are highlighted in Section 7.

2. Objectives

The aim of this research is to design a social-aware event handling system, with special focus on handling fall events. This system enables the following features:

- Collection of information from single sensor fall detection systems and fuse these pieces of sensor information to create accurate knowledge on the fall incident.
- When the system concludes that a fall occurred, the system decides upon which caregiver is the most appropriate person to help the older adult. This decision is based on context information gathered by the apps used by the older adult and caregivers.
- Assist the caregiver, desktop operator and older adult during the process using smartphone and tablet applications.

The features of the systems are visualized in Figure 1. The original research con-
tribution of the paper is the design of a system where fall incidents are handled in a social-aware way, taken into account the above-mentioned features. Within this paper, focus is especially given to the event handling process after a fall incident trigger is received. This way, help will be given to the older adult as fast as possible, which will minimize the effects of the fall. The design of the process is outlined in this paper together with the evaluation of the algorithm.

3. Related Work

The design and development of fall detection systems have seen an increase the past years, as is indicated by the multitude of literature reviews and systematic studies. On the one hand, these reviews focus on fall detection systems as such and the different technologies and methodologies used to realize trustworthy, reliable and accurate fall detection [19–21]. On the other hand, attention is given to how older adults perceive and use these systems [22, 23]. However, little attention is given to what happens after a fall is detected and what is the most efficient way to handle a fall.

Not only the accurate detection of a fall is important when older adults are living independently at home, also minimalizing the time, needed to intervene and assist, is of the utmost importance. Studies have indicated that older adults lying too long on the floor, e.g., after a fall, may experience fear of falling, muscle damage, dehydration and even death in the long end [24, 25]. Moreover, a fall incident can lead to the inability to keep living independently at home and being admitted to an institutional care facility [26].

To the best of our knowledge, fall detection systems currently only notify one or multiple (in)formal caregivers or a call center or at least literature does not further describe the handling of a fall in detail. Most of the times, this notification is sent as a text message, mail or smartphone notification, indicating that something happened in the home of the older adult [27–30]. Using a text message or mail as a means of notification, however, makes it difficult to detect whether the receiver of the message will act upon this message. Most of the times, these smartphone-based systems have no integration with existing PERS systems and caregivers, mentioned within the system, are notified all at once. This increases the burden on the informal caregivers. In the system, proposed by Terraso et al., the GPS position of the fall is added to the text message [31].

Based on our research of the current state of the art, we can conclude that little attention has been given to how a fall can be handled in such a way that the older adult is offered assistance as fast as possible and in the most appropriate manner. The remainder of this paper will therefore first give a brief overview of the components within the FallRisk system and most importantly detail the fall handling process when the system has detected a fall.

4. Methods

The FallRisk system facilitates sensor fusion and the social-aware acting upon the decisions made by the reasoning mechanisms. Section 4.1 details the general concept of the system, whereas Section 4.2 specifies a scenario, to make clear how the system works from an end user’s perspective. Section 4.3 focuses on the specific components of the FallRisk system and their interactions. Finally, Section 4.4 highlights the event handling process used within the FallRisk system and the differently designed apps for the older adult, the caregivers and the call center, which are used on the one hand as a communication means and on the other hand for gathering the necessary data.

4.1 General Concept

The general concept of the FallRisk system is illustrated in Figure 2. As can be seen in this figure, data from two specific types of end users are taken into account, namely, data from the older adult and data from the caregivers. The data from the older adult can be split into two different types. First, there is the data from the sensors, which are used within the home setting. Second, context information of the older adult is made available, for example, the presence of carpet in the home or previous fall incidents of the older adult. The data from the caregivers mostly consists of data concerning their availability and location, as this information will be taken into account when something happens with the older adult. All this data is collected into the cloud, where the data can be combined and sensor information, from a certain time span, can be used to detect falls. When the FallRisk system actually detects a fall, the message will act upon this message. Most of the times, these smartphone-based systems have no integration with existing PERS systems and caregivers, mentioned within the system, are notified all at once. This increases the burden on the informal caregivers. In the system, proposed by Terraso et al., the GPS position of the fall is added to the text message [31].

Based on our research of the current state of the art, we can conclude that little attention has been given to how a fall can be handled in such a way that the older adult is offered assistance as fast as possible and in the most appropriate manner. The remainder of this paper will therefore first give a brief overview of the components within the FallRisk system and most importantly detail the fall handling process when the system has detected a fall.
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The general concept of the FallRisk system is illustrated in Figure 2. As can be seen in this figure, data from two specific types of end users are taken into account, namely, data from the older adult and data from the caregivers. The data from the older adult can be split into two different types. First, there is the data from the sensors, which are used within the home setting. Second, context information of the older adult is made available, for example, the presence of carpet in the home or previous fall incidents of the older adult. The data from the caregivers mostly consists of data concerning their availability and location, as this information will be taken into account when something happens with the older adult. All this data is collected into the cloud, where the data can be combined and sensor information, from a certain time span, can be used to detect falls. When the FallRisk system actually detects a fall, the message will act upon this message. Most of the times, these smartphone-based systems have no integration with existing PERS systems and caregivers, mentioned within the system, are notified all at once. This increases the burden on the informal caregivers. In the system, proposed by Terraso et al., the GPS position of the fall is added to the text message [31].
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fall, the most appropriate caregiver can be selected based on the location and availability data from the (in)formal caregivers.

4.2 Scenario: A Day with Falling

The previous section discussed the general concept of the social-aware event handling system, in this section a scenario example is given to detail how the system works from an end user’s perspective.

Mary is 82 years old, living alone. When her husband died a few years ago, her family decided to install the FallRisk system to enable her to stay at home. Mary’s home was installed with a number of fall detection systems and other sensors, namely a camera system, Passive InfraRed sensors (PIRs), pressure sensors in the couch and bed, door/window contacts on every door and window and shout detection. Mary also has a smart TV, which is coupled to the FallRisk system, as well as a terminal which is used as the interface with her PERS. Mary now also has a new smartphone. This smartphone is equipped with an app using the accelerometer to detect falls.

1. One day, Mary is in the living room, but standing up too quickly to go to the kitchen, she loses her balance and falls on the floor. She cannot get up and starts shouting in panic.
2. The sensors, camera and smartphone identify a possible fall and also Mary’s shouting is detected. The FallRisk system handles the information and concludes that a fall has occurred.
3. Mary can view on the screen within her house, namely the smartphone, TV and terminal, that the system has detected a fall. The system asks her whether something happened. As Mary is not answering this question within 10 seconds, the desktop operator Alice in the call center is notified.
4. Alice takes a look at the data and information on the screen. The FallRisk system will automatically initiate a call between Alice and Mary. Alice fills in the checklist to assess the fall incident and asks Mary if she needs assistance, which is the case.
5. This means that Alice has to contact the caregivers of Mary. She checks the availability of Mary’s caregivers and based on the information gathered from the smartphone, she can see that Ann is the most suited caregiver to assist Mary at the moment. Ann also has key access to the home.
6. Alice contacts the informal caregiver Ann if she can help Mary. Ann receives a message on the smartphone and indicates that she can be of assistance.
7. During this process, Mary is kept up to date on the progress by her smartphone, the TV and the terminal. When Ann accepts the task to help Mary, Mary is notified using these smart devices in her home that Ann will arrive within 15 minutes.
8. Once arrived at Mary’s place, Ann helps Mary up, but Mary does not feel that well and Ann helps her in the armchair to take a rest. Ann registers herself on the terminal, to notify the desktop operator that she has arrived.
9. Afterward, there is a follow-up protocol to see if Ann was able to help Mary.

4.3 FallRisk Components and Interactions

To realize the FallRisk system, the system was split up into different components, each with their own responsibilities and functionality. The high-level overview of the components’ break-down is visualized in Figure 3. The following subsections will detail each component.

4.3.1 Devices and Sensors within the Home Setting of the Older Adults

The home of the older adult is equipped with a considerable amount of different types of sensors. This set-up can be specified to the specific needs of the older adult or the lay-out of the house. There is no required set of sensors that should be deployed. Other systems that can be coupled to the system are (i) a camera-based fall detection system, (ii) a terminal, with a scream detection system, interfaced to the PERS, which can then be used to connect to the call center and (iii) a smartphone, where internal sensors (e.g. the accelerometer [32]) can also be used for detecting falls.

There are three ways to facilitate communication with the older adult in case something happens: (i) the smartphone, using the elderly app, (ii) a smart TV and (iii) the terminal, this is a device equipped with sensors and a registration system for caregivers.

---

**Figure 3** The FallRisk components and their interactions. The sensors in the house of the older adult, together with the smart devices, such as the terminal, smart TV and smartphone, will send their information to a gateway, which is running the DYAMAND framework. DYAMAND will format the data and send it through to the cloud, where the Controller is responsible for sending the data to the OCarePlatform. The OCarePlatform will use reasoning techniques to derive knowledge and will send notifications to the Controller. The Controller will then decide what to do with these notifications. If communication has to be set up between the mobile applications, the Controller will notify the correct device.
4.3.2 DYAMAND

These sensor and systems are all connected to a gateway, running DYAMAND [33]. DYAMAND (Dynamic, Adaptive Management of Networks and Devices) is responsible for sending all this data, gathered within the home of the older adult, to the cloud. The DYAMAND framework acts as a middleware layer between connected devices and the cloud, where all data is gathered.

4.3.3 The Controller

The Controller functions as the access point to the cloud. The Controller functions as a gateway between DYAMAND and the OCarePlatform. The Controller is also the mediator between the smartphone and tablet applications of the older adult, the caregivers and the call center.

4.3.4 The OCarePlatform

The next component in the cloud is the OCarePlatform. The OCarePlatform [34] is a data-driven platform, which receives all the information from the FallRisk system. The OCarePlatform is developed in such a way that intelligent, semantic services can be added in a straightforward manner to solve specific use cases, for example, the detection of fall events. It does not matter if some information, which is sent to the OCarePlatform, is not relevant. By using the Semantic Communication Bus (SCB) [35], the relevant information is sent to the services, which have indicated a specific interest in that type of data.

As often false positives and negative are generated from single sensors or fall detection systems, the OCarePlatform is used to combine all this information and come to 1 conclusion. This is done by combining the information from the different sensors and fall detection systems. Within the OCarePlatform, it is also possible to take external information into account. The knowledge, derived by the system, is sent to the Controller. The Controller will send the information to the correct device, based on the specific type of information.

4.4 Event Handling Process

When the OCarePlatform triggers an alarm, the call center app is triggered. This app is key within the event handling process. This process is responsible for deciding how the fall event is handled. In order to do so, the call center app is communicating with two other apps, namely the caregiver app and the elderly app. In the following sections, the call center app of the desktop operator, the caregiver app of the (in)formal caregivers and the elderly app of the older adult are discussed and finally the details of the event handling algorithm are detailed.

4.4.1 Call Center App

The PERS, which is currently the most suitable solution for older adults with a fall risk indication, connects to the call center in case the button of the PERS is pressed. It is important that the FallRisk system also initiates the contact between the call center, more specifically the desktop operator and the older adult, because checklists are used to evaluate the severity of the incident. Therefore, the PERS call center can be extended with the call center app.

This app is specifically designed for tablets and is visualized in Figure 4a. The main view of this app consists of three parts. The first part, on the left hand side, gives a general overview of the older adult, e.g., the age of the person, the address, aids used in the home (for example, a stroller), specific context information and important medical information (such as the older adult is a diabetic). The middle part of the application focuses on the questionnaire, which is used during the call. Based on this checklist, the desktop operator is able to assess the fall incident and determine whether an ambulance is be notified. Moreover, sensor information from the home is shown, as this can be used to give further information.
The location of the caregiver is also automatically detected by the applications and is used when the distance between the older adult and the caregiver needs to be calculated in case of an incident. It is possible to configure whether the presence of a calendar item means being busy ("I am busy but I can go to a fall incident") or unavailable ("I cannot go to a fall incident"). When there is no appointment in the agenda, the caregiver is assumed to be available. Caregivers can also specify their availability manually, with reminders to reset their availability. The integration of reminders is based on testimonials of nurses working at the call center [36].

These calendars are also used by a generic mechanism, as shown in Figure 5, to gather context information and notify caregivers (relative location and availability). This mechanism uses a set of schedulers that use calendar information to trigger activation (executeDelayed(delay)) of a context rule, which activates smartphone sensors and triggers the corresponding functionality (execute()). When the rule is executed, the scheduler is requested to plan a new execution of the rule (reschedule()).

For the caregiver app, these rules are used to determine how caregivers are notified in case of an alarm (with sound/vibration/colored notification light/no specific mechanism). The notification preferences may differ based on the availability information (available, busy, not available); when caregivers are available, they want to be sure not to miss an alarm, which can thus use the default settings of both sound and vibrations. While busy, they may want to be notified in a subtle manner (vibration or even only a colored led during a meeting if the phone is face-up, but with the screen off, on a meeting table). Interviews with informal caregivers [37] indicated that they still want to be informed when a fall incident happens. In this case, a notification can still be sent, but without any additional means to attract attention; i.e. no sound, no vibration.

Context rules are also triggered by external events, such as a detected fall, and trigger specific actions: start measuring location when the caregiver is available or busy and if it was not already turned on and stop after the event if it was off. For the person that agrees to attend to a fall, high-accuracy location tracking is turned on until the moment the fall handling ends. The app does not communicate the absolute location to the call center, but the distance to the older adult as computed through the Google Maps API. Location tracking is also used to verify arrival at the older adult and to notify the caregiver of the need to fill out a small report about the fall when leaving. All three usages of location data are based on problems reported by nurses operating the call center [36]; home address is nowadays frequently not a reliable basis to determine caregiver location, occasional problems were reported by informal caregivers saying they went to an older adult, while in reality, they did not, and closing reports are not always filled out. The corresponding reminder is therefore also a sticky notification; it is only removed once the report is received at the call center.

The caregiver app assists its user to specify the time it takes to get to the older adult if desired; based on the specification of the transportation means, a suggestion is made of how long it takes to reach the older adult. This suggestion can be adapted to take into account issues not related to traffic. The time remaining to arrival is communicated to the older adults.
4.4.3 Elderly App

The elderly application is designed for smartphones and is illustrated in Figure 4b. One of the most important features of the app is that calls from the call center are answered automatically, this way the desktop operator can assess the severity of the incident. The app also can be used to request assistance, for example, after a fall. The older adult can indicate their mood on a daily basis. All this information can also be used by the OCarePlatform to take into account.

The app can also be used to initiate calls between the older adult and caregivers in less urgent situations. The older adult will see a list of the caregivers in the application. The app takes the availability of the caregivers into account through a colored phone icon. A green icon is shown when the caregiver is available. If the caregiver has indicated to be busy or unavailable, that specific caregiver will not be shown on the list. If no information is known in the system, a gray icon is shown.

4.4.4 The Algorithm

When the OCarePlatform decides an incident has occurred, the event handling process is activated. This process consists of several steps. Algorithm 1 explains the event handling process in pseudo-code.

First, the desktop operator checks whether an incident actually occurred and it was not a false alarm. If it concerned a false alarm, the information is logged (which in the future could be used to further enrich the reasoning process of the OCarePlatform) and the call between the call center and the older adult is ended. Next, using a checklist, it is determined whether there is a need for immediate assistance by an ambulance. This can be because of heavy bleeding, immobility of arms or legs, or the older adult is not answering, which may indicate unconsciousness. After this step, the location of the older adult is checked by the elderly app. If the fall victim is in his/her house, then key access may be necessary. This is important to take into account when selecting the most appropriate caregiver. The input from the caregiver app from the different (in)formal caregivers is analyzed to provide the desktop operator with a sorted list where the most appropriate caregiver to answer the call is ranked first. If nobody has access to the home and this is actually needed, the ambulance is notified. The desktop operator will notify the caregiver. The selected caregiver can indicate whether he/she is able to respond and how long it will take to go to the home of the older adult. The desktop operator will keep following up on the caregiver presence and the care giving during the intervention (minimally 1 update every 15 minutes). If the caregiver is not able to provide the necessary care, an additional person can be contacted. When the intervention has ended, the call is closed and the caregiver can fill in a small questionnaire about the provided care. This information will be logged.

5. Results

The process of the event handling system, using a social-aware selection of a caregiver to assist the older adult is based on the guidelines used in the current PERS. However, while using these guidelines as input for the FallRisk system, questions arose

```
Algorithm 1: Event Handling Process
When a call is received
  contacted persons = NONE
  show the profile of the calling person
  show the corresponding list of informal and formal caregivers
incident closed = FALSE
  determine (need for intervention)
  if NOT need for intervention then
    END
  end if
  determine patient’s context
  if is bleeding? OR NOT can move legs? OR NOT can move arms?
    OR NOT can talk? OR NOT is conscious? then
    contact 112
  end if
while NOT incident closed do
  available caregivers = determine availability (caregivers)
  if key needed AND no caregiver with key then
    notify emergency services
  else
    caregiver to contact = determine best caregiver (available caregivers, ranking caregivers, patient preference, key needed?, location caregivers)
    contact (caregiver to contact, patient, patient location, can move legs?, can move arms?, contacted persons)
    if answer then
      caregiver to patient = caregiver to contact
      need for intervention = FALSE
    end if
    contacted persons += caregiver to contact
  end if
when arrival confirmation timeout (15 minutes) OR arrival canceled
  continue
when report received
  incident closed = TRUE
```
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whether these guidelines were still up to date and whether changes, either big or small, were necessary. In this section, the evaluation of the event handling process is discussed.

5.1 Evaluation Approach

One way to evaluate the event handling process and to verify whether the steps defined within the algorithm are accepted by the domain experts and stakeholders, is to go directly to these end users to discuss and validate the process thoroughly. Domain experts can be identified as formal caregiver and the desktop operator, experienced in this domain, or for example, expertise centers, who create guidelines for specific process. Stakeholders can be defined as people who come in close contact with the system, such as the older adult and the informal caregivers. The reason to validate the event handling process in such a manner is because previous research revealed the AAL solutions do not take into account the requirements, needs and desires of the stakeholders and domain experts [38, 39]. Without considering the input of these groups, the FallRisk system will never be accepted and used to facilitate independent living.

Previous research by Ongenae et al. [40] has revealed that traditional knowledge capturing techniques, such as stakeholder questionnaires and observations do not always reveal all necessary details to sufficiently understand the problem statement and underlying algorithmic dependencies to design an information system that end users really want to embrace. Therefore, a workshop, called a decision-tree workshop, can be organized in order to fill in the gaps, left open after the execution of the initial user research. To evaluate the event handling process, the user researchers and technical engineers, within the interdisciplinary FallRisk project, decided to organize such decision tree workshop. In this workshop, the knowledge of the domain experts and stakeholders can be captured and compared against the proposed process.

5.2 Decision Tree Workshop

The following subsections will discuss the preparation, objectives, participants and methods used within the workshop.

5.2.1 Preparation

In order to result in a successful experience for all participants, it is important that the workshop is well prepared and focused on one or more specific scenarios. In the case of fall handling and PERS, a number of characteristic and recognizable situations have been defined beforehand. In this case, the scenario was used where a fall incident occurs, as discussed in Section 3.2.

5.2.2 Objectives

An important goal of this workshop was the translation of the conceptual model into a formal one. This can be done through the definition of axioms which restrict the interpretation of the information in a given situation, e.g. when a fall incident needs to be treated as urgent and/or critical. Most of these restrictions were derived from the information obtained during the observations, which were organized in an earlier stage of the project.

Figure 6

The map used during the decision tree workshop. This gives the participants a good indication of what needs to be known during the workshop and to have a physical overview of distance on the map.

5.2.4 Methods

A detailed description of all methods used in decision tree workshop is given by Ongenae et al. [19]. However, for the convenience of the reader, a summary is presented.

First, the participants were asked to write down a number of situations they have come across and liked to see improved by the new PERS process. Then, during the main part of the workshop, they were asked to impersonate the actual intelligent all-knowing system. The aforementioned situations were selected to further discuss how this intelligent PERS ideally handles the situation.
Each situation started with a very limited initial setup and was visualized on an easily understandable visualization, in this case, a city map, post-its and pawns, as shown in \textit{Figure 6}. To make a sensible decision, the participants playing the role of the system, ask for additional information about the situation by asking questions, e.g., "Do we know the personal details of the person who has fallen?", "Do we know who can be contacted?", "What are their roles?". Instead of immediately giving an answer, a discussion was encouraged about the importance of the requested information by asking three questions: (1) "Why do you feel the answer to this question is pertinent?", (2) "Does everyone agree?", (3) "Can you give examples of answers to this question?". Finally, the question was answered and visualized. Further questions unravel the situation. The questions and the order in which they were asked, give the researchers insights into the needed information and its importance for making a decision. The ontology engineer processed the outcome on paper in the form of a decision tree.

5.3 Outcome and Results

The outcomes described in this section, are based on watching and listening to the recorded footage of the workshop and the decision tree that was drawn during the workshop.

5.3.1 Process

At the start of the workshop, the participants were asked to write down a situation or experience they encountered with PERS. The nursing home employees seemed to understand the assignment immediately, while the informal caregiver was a bit reluctant to participate and had difficulties to write down a situation. Based on the response of the older adult, it was not clear if she understood the assignment, but she was able to tell about a situation in which she fell. One researcher worked together with the older adult to write down a particular situation, but she sometimes relied on her daughter to fill in some details, for instance, whether she already had the PERS at the moment of that particular fall.

When discussing which questions are asked first, all participants contributed, but some were more dominantly present than others. In the beginning, it had to be repeated and clarified that the questions were not asked to the older adult, but to the all-knowing system. Especially the nurses – who took more actively part in the discussion – had to be reminded repeatedly that the exercise was about the desired situation, which might be different from their current working process. When the participating older adult made remarks, it was often related to incidents that happened to herself.

5.3.2 Results

The workshop confirmed the wanted process largely corresponds to the process currently followed when a PERS call is received. On overview of the decision tree (in Dutch) drafted during the workshop is shown in \textit{Figure 7}. The workshop, however, also resulted in qualitative insights; experiences of the persons participating in the workshop and possible opportunities, where sensor technology can help without disrupting the overall process.

- The availability of the caregivers is a crucial factor for which in the current PERS a manual process exits. However, this process only takes into account long periods of absence, such as vacations, and only if the caregiver reports this. In the current system, the order of the list is preset and thus the list is called in that order, which is very time-consuming and not efficient.
- Time to get to the older adult is also very important. Within the PERS, there is no knowledge about the caregivers’ actual location, potentially leading to several wrong attempts as caregivers are no longer closely located to their home most of the time, which is the only information available at the moment.
- Location of the patient within the home or outside is also crucial to know. If the older adult is fallen in the home, it is important that the caregiver has access to the home.
- Also, it was evident that in the current working process, there was sometimes a ‘struggle’ between the wishes of the nurses and the PERS users. For instance, the older adult wanted to be contacted by a specific person (for instance due to fights with other contact persons), while the nurses thought it was more important that the person who is contacted, is closest in distance to the fall victim. However, because the nurses respect the wishes of the PERS users, the preferred contact person is contacted first. For instance, if they ask to call an ambulance, the nurse has to call an ambulance.

By using technology present in the smart devices, which are used in the FallRisk system, this information can easily be gathered and used within the event handling process and the current guidelines can be enhanced.

6. Discussion

In the following sections, the outcomes, involvement of the stakeholder and organization and preparation of the workshop are discussed.

6.1 Workshop Outcomes

The workshop was successful in gathering which information is needed during the process when the PERS is activated. Due to the nature of the workshop (an all-knowing being), we also learned when and why this information is required, but not how this information is obtained. The natural tendency of the involved users to base themselves on the existing process can be used to identify parts of which acceptance of a new solution may be difficult and may thus be used at a later point to ease migration to a new process.

Besides the need for information, we also found that the priorities of the various stakeholders are not always similar, but that certain decisions are made out of respect for the fall victim (e.g., contacting a specific person, or contacting an ambulance upon the request of the fall victim) and not necessarily because the situation requires this.

The workshop also provided insights about the diversity of priorities across stakeholders and how these are weighted to
reach an agreement. The role of the PERS is to assist in the process, not to replace the final human decision maker.

In contrast to previous experience, the decision tree workshop was organized independently from all other knowledge gathering tasks within the FallRisk project. One important reason for this is that the ontology models, which have been engineered over time previously, are easily incorporated and minimally enhanced for the specific domain at hand. Restricting the interpretation of the concepts in the ontology, by means of axioms, was a part of the domain knowledge that had to be engineered for the specific setting of a PERS. A decision tree workshop has proven to be the ideal tool to accomplish this task.

### 6.2 Stakeholder Involvement

A decision tree workshop is an opportunity for discussion with relevant stakeholders. However, the focus of the workshop was a specific process that mainly involved the operators (only 2–5 participants). As a consequence, the other participants had less to add to the workshop and the moderator had to pay attention to addressing the other participants to involve them in the workshop. Note that the format of the workshop facilitates this, an agreement is necessary and thus the moderator can explicitly involve all stakeholders.

The older adult, attending the workshop, required some extra help from one researcher in completing the assignment. Furthermore, it was unclear if she understood the purpose of the workshop. The concept of the all-knowing machine was perhaps too abstract. As with most workshops, the role of the moderator (preferably with a social profile) is important to maintain focus and encouraging all participants to express themselves.

### 6.3 Organization and Preparation

It is important for a decision tree workshop to identify and invite relevant stakeholders, in this case nurses, working at the call center, an older adult and an informal caregiver/contact person and a nursing home employee, responsible for installing PERS. During the workshop, three researchers were present (one for visualizing the decision tree, two for asking the questions and moderating the workshop). We recommend practicing the workshop in advance with volunteers, because it helps in the preparation and understanding of the workshop concept, especially for researchers new to the method.

When deciding what information was needed about the contact persons, we used a map of a city in Belgium to visualize the locations of the informal caregivers compared to the fall victim. This ensured the same mental model of the proximity of the contact persons (visualized as pawns), and in addition, post-its were used to indicate whether these contact persons had key access to the fall victim’s home.

### 7. Conclusions

In this paper, a social-aware event handling system is presented. When the OCarePlatform detects an incident, based multi-sensor fall detection, the desktop operator is notified and the event handling process is started. A detailed overview of the components of the FallRisk system and their interactions is given to have an overview of how the system works. The event handling process was based on the current guidelines and
enhanced with extra information that now-adays can be gathered from smart devices, such as a smartphone, a tablet or a smart TV. To evaluate whether this process fulfilled the needs, a decision tree workshop was organized with stakeholders and domain experts. The results of this evaluation indicated that the proposed process was in line with the expectations, but that current guidelines get updated as technology keeps evolving. Future research will focus on the analysis of logged information to improve the back-end reasoning of the FallRisk system.
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